Abstract. Let p : Ef -» X be a fibration induced by a map f : X -> Y from the path space fibration e : PY -> Y . Let g : A -* X be cyclic. When does g lift to a map A -► Ef which is cyclic? We give an answer of this question for arbitrary A and Y . Also, we give an answer in the dual situation.
Introduction
A based map f : A -> X is cyclic [8] if there exists a map cj> : X x A ^ X such that cj)j is homotopic to V(l V/), where j : XvA -► XxA is the inclusion and V : X V X -► X is the folding map. The Gottlieb set denoted G(A, X) is the set of all homotopy classes of cyclic maps from A to X. Dually, a based map / : X -> A is cocyclic [8] if there exists a map 6 : X ^ X W A such that jd is homotopic to (1 x /)A, where j : X V A -> X x A is the inclusion and A : X ^> X x X is the diagonal map. The dual Gottlieb set DG(X, A) is the set of all homotopy classes of cocyclic maps from X to A. In this paper we consider the following problem and its dual. Let /: X -> Y be a map and PY the space of paths in Y which begin at *. Let e : PY -> Y be the fibration given by e(n) = n(l). Let p : Ef -> X be the fibration induced by / from e, that is, Ef = {(x, n) e X x PY \ f(x) = e(n)} is the pullback of /: X -» 7 and e : PY -► Y. Let g : A -> X be cyclic, that is, there is a map <t>: X x A -> X such that cf>j ~ V(l V g), where j : X V A -» X x A is the inclusion. When does g lift to a map A -> Ef which is cyclic? This can be achieved, if there is a map <j> : Ef x A -» Ef such that 4>\Ef ~ 1e{ and tj)(p x 1) = /?</>. In casê 4 = 5" and Y is an Eilenberg-Mac Lane space, Gottlieb [1, Theorem 6.3] , has given a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of this 4> . In case A is arbitrary and Y is a product of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces, Halbhavi and Varadarajan [2] have given a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such a 4>. In case A is arbitrary and Y is an 77-space, Hoo [4] has also given a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such a <$>. We can obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such a </> with arbitrary A and Y, and we show that Hoo's necessary and sufficient condition follows from ours. Our method is a modification of Haslam's which was used to study Postnikov systems and (/-spaces. We now consider the dual situation. Let / : X -> Y be a map and cX the reduced cone of X. There is a cofibration X -U cX -> 2ZX, where i( When does g extend to a map Cf -> A which is cocyclic? When there is a map 9 : Cf -> CfV A such that Pxj'9 ~ ley and (iv 1)(9 = di, this can be achieved, where / : Cf V A -► Cf x A is the inclusion and px : Cf x A -» Cf is the projection. In case .4 is arbitrary and X is a wedge product of Moore spaces, Halbhavi and Varadarajan [2] have given a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of this 9 . In case A is arbitrary and X is a co-77-space, Hoo [4] has given a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such a 6 . We can obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such a 9 with arbitrary A and X, and we show that Hoo's necessary and sufficient condition follows from ours. All our spaces will be homotopy type of connected locally finite CW complexes. We assume also that spaces have nondegenerate base points. All homotopies and maps are to respect base points. The base point as well as the constant map will be denoted by *. Also, we denote by [X, Y] the set of homotopy classes of pointed maps X -> Y. The identity map of space will be denoted by 1 when it is clear from the context. ZX and QX denote the reduced suspension and the loop space of X respectively. The adjoint functor from the group [LX, Y] to the group [X, QY] will be denoted by t.
Lifting Gottlieb sets
Let / : X -> Y be a map and PY the space of paths in Y which begin at *. Let e : PY -> Y be the fibration given by evaluating a path at its end point. Let p : Ef -» X be the fibration induced by / from e. That is, Ef is the pullback of / : X -» 7 and e : PY -Y ;
where Ef = {(x, n) 6 X x PY \ f(x) = e(n)},p(x, n) = x. In fact, the fibration p : Ef -> X is principal.
The following two lemmas are standard. Thus f<f>(p x 1) ~ * .
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We can also obtain the following proposition . The proof of Proposition 2.5 is similar to that of Theorem 2.3. So we will omit the proof. [8] . Therefore, Corollary 2.6 can also be obtained from the long exact sequence of homotopy sets for the fibration £IY -> Ef -► X .
Extending dual Gottlieb sets
We now consider the dual situation. There is a well-known cofibration X -ĉ X -* LX, where i(x) = [x, 1], cX is the reduced cone, and LX is the reduced suspension. Given a map / : X -> 7, consider the cofibration 7 -U Cf -► LX induced by / : X -► 7 from i. That is, Cf is the pushout of /: X -y and i : X -cX:
where Cf is the mapping cone of /, the space obtained from cX U 7 by identifying [x, 1] G cX with f(x), i(y) = y. In fact, the cofibration 7 -U Cf -* LX is a principal cofibration [7] . Thus there is a map <p : Cf -* LX V Cf such that the following diagram is commutative: We can also obtain the following proposition. The proof of Proposition 3.6 is similar to that of Theorem 3.4. So we will omit the proof.
